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Chapter 1 : Context Clues 32 Answers
Do not write on this paper context clues are hints in the writing that help you figure out what a word means.
each example below 32. it’s a wonder to me how anyone can still be undecided about this election. these two
candidates are certainly distinct. each would lead our nation in opposite directions.Context clues exercises
with answers pdf context clues 1.6 then, explain what clues in the sentence helped you determine the word
what context clues exercises with answers pdf >>>click here<<< context clues 1.6. directions: read each
sentence and determine the these 32 context clue task cards will help your students to better students Context
clues worksheet #2 humanities 2 pts. per question, 84 pts. total possible _____ 32. it’s a wonder to me how
anyone can still be undecided about this election. these two candidates are certainly distinct. each would lead
our nation in opposite directions.Context clues 2.6 directions: read each sentence and determine the meaning
of the word using cross sentence clues or your prior knowledge. then, explain what clues in the sentence
helped you determine the word meaning. 1. 7/24/2014 3:32:06 pm Name context clues ccss.l.4.4.a |©
englishworksheetslandm the box jellyfish is probably the most venomous animal in the world. at least 5,567
people have died from box jellyfish stings since 1954.This vocabulary power workbook gives you the practice
you need to expand your vocabulary 25 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 68 72 76 80 lesson 1
using context clues. 2 name date class .Use context clues to determine the meaning of an unfamiliar word the
following sections explain each of the items listed above, give sample questions and answers with explanation,
and provide practice questions so you can practice using these skills.
Context clues, and word parts. you can keep track of your own progress and achievement in vocabulary study
by using the student progress chart, which appears on page v.Context clues, dictionaries, and other classroom
resources f 15 multiple choice 1 1 locate information in a text that is needed to solve a problem c 16 multiple
choice 1 1 determine the meaning of unfamiliar words by using context clues, dictionaries, and other
classroom resources gContext clues using context means determining an unfamiliar word’s meaning by
studying the phrases, sentences, and overall text with which the word appears. context clues help readers
comprehend and enjoy a text and also read more smoothly and efficiently. compare & contrast recognizing
how events, characters, places, and facts are alikeRead the realistic fictitious story, flowers for algernon. 2.
define the vocabulary terms using context clues from the story or using a dictionary. clarify the meanings with
discussion. (page 2: vocabulary) 3. define other words that relate to the story or subject matter. 32. perminint .
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